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Prvsrcs ros (zna rxarra)

Puvsrcs Drpenruellr

SrcoNo Spilassren (Dec. 2os, 2ol1)

student'sName(Arabic):.......<J.',#.*?.'...#... Registration#:...f?.\\.llb..?.P........Sec#

Useful Information: Some Results Are Rounded. R: 8.314 J/(mole.K), g = 10.0 m/sz \cr- ll E-fri7r ->'>

1) A 3.00-m long beam of negtigible mass has a 30.0-kg mass at one end (A) and a rCI.O-kg mass at the other end

(B). How far from point (A) should a fulcrum (pivoi)-beptaced so that the beam is balanced?
A

E) 0.750 m
)rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrlD,-FA) 1.50 m fIf_jl-\ c) 2.25 m 

7) 
1.2e r,rL

-1t jt-V -l - s. ol- -- i t-.i{ t' <- t

1,,-

B

2) Three masses are located in the x-y plane as follows: a mass of 5 kg is located at (0 ro 0 m), a mass of 4 kg is
.located at (3 m, 0 m), and a mass of 2 kg is located at (0 m, 3 m). Where is the center of gravity oI the system?

A) (2.m, 1 m} fqjlt.r,*)\ C) (0.s ru 1 rn) D) (1 m,2 gt) E) (1 m, 1 m)

G) person carries a mass of 10 kg and walks along the +r-axis for a distance of 100m with a constant velocitv

. ----\ D t-= ur-.+o,

\ N_\ B) 20 J c) 1000 J D) 200I E) None of the other droices iscorrect. c> -- tz

4) You needto--*qd a crate of mass rn onto the bed of a truck. One possibility is to lift the crate straight uP over

a b_ie_ht_&- e$Blts-hei8ht of the trucklrbed- The work dme in this-qaseis Wl The-otrer possibi{S is to slide

the crate up the !ri@!gg raunp of length L as shown in the figure. In this case you perform work I@. What

statement is true?

@
c)wl> w2
E) No simple relationship exists between Wl. and W2.

5) An object of mass 4 kg starts at rest from the top of a rough indined plane of height 10 m as shown in Fig. 2.

If the speed of the object at the bottom of the inclined plane is 10 m/s, how much work is done by the force of

B)W7 <W2
DILWl=hV{z

friction?

A) 100I D) -2001 E) 0B) -100 J c) 2ooJ

p-.*f
5) At whafpte is a 60.Q*g boluslng-energy when he runs up-a$&!-9futairs 10-0-m high, in 8.00 s?

-:..- --,'_- :.----
A) 8o.o w B) 4.80 kw c)0.0w D)48W E)750W

4 One mole of an ideal gas has a temperature of 25oC. If the volume is held constant and the pressure is

double4 the final ternperature (in'C) willbe

D) 323A)174 B) 5e6 c) 50 E) 2s



8) The figure shows a uniform, horizontal beam (length = lQm, mass = 25 kg) that is piioted at the wall, with
its far end supported by a cable that makes an angle of 5lo $ittr ttre horizontal. If a person (mass :60 kg) stands

3.0 m from the pivot, what is the tension in the cable? /

A) 0.83 x 103 N

Si o.as"r-ql]E>
E)-3.00 " 103 N

B) 0.30 , 103 N

D) 0.42 , t03 N
5,',rb 

1

D) 9.00 E) 3.00

E) none of the above

9) A cqruffi lgumwffd contirlner of gas is at a pressu$e 1.00 x 105 |,1/m2 and a temperature 20oC. what is

the presarre (is 105 N&,4 if the ternperature of the gas i{increased to 60.0"C?

B) 0.3ffi c) 0.880

L0) How mairy water
number Na. (The mq_$S*

and 15.999 u, resoee{,*k

4)#1.s" E) 2SA C) 18Na D) 35Ne

there in 3$ g of water?i Express your answer as a multiple of Avogadro's

M a w{ter molecu{ is H2O.). The atomic masses of H and O are 1.008 u

gas'ce@p of particles eqeh of mass&O0 x tQ'26 What is the pressure (in Nim2 ) in a gas of these

A) 4.80 " 104 B) 1.50 x 104 Q 1.01 x 105 D) 9.60 x 104 Il) 3.20 x 104
2.3

A) TA = 0.5Ts = To.

D) Ta = Tx = T'o.

B) Tr = 0.5Ta = To,

E) TB = 2Ta = To.

C) TB = 2Te = To.

tLst vour frnat answerc in this abte, Onlv ff e answer in dris blrle will be aradd,

'n^r,",/BQf
12) Two identical containers, A and B, hold equal amounts of the same ideal gas at the same Po, Vo and To. The

pressure of A then decreases by a haU while its volume doubles; the preszure of B doubles while its volume

decreases by a half. Which statement coruectly describes the temperatures of the gases after the changes?
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Tns UNNERSIry or JonoeN Pnvstcs DrpaRrraeNr

SrcoNo SgMesrnn (Dec. 5'hPuvsrcs ros 2nd EXAM)

(a) 31250 (b) 25000 (c) 20000 (d) 50000 '(e) 88500

{.. R e .o-tcg object moving 5.0 m/s collides with and sticks to a moving 2.0'kgobject' After the collision
\'" ;;"#;;ril"ijZ", i, ,r"rin! at 3.0 m/s in a direction opposite to the initial direction of motion of the

6.0-kg object. D.t".mine the-speed of the 2.0-kg object before the collision in (m/s)'

(a) 27.0 (b) l e.7 (c) 3-0 (d) 28'3 (e) l 's
.--..'.---.-.._-

3. A 2.5-kg object falls vertically downward in a viscous medium at a constant speed of 2'5 m/s'

How much work is done (in J) by the force the viscous medium exerts on the object as

it falls 80 cm?

(a) +r 9.60 (b) -l e.6o (c) +l '96 (d) -1.e6 (e) +39.2

, /\. ,n. force acting on a particte (m:Zkg) in the X direction varies with time in (s) as in the Figure' If
the particle starts from rest at t : 0 s, find the speed in (m/s) at t = 8.0 s.

(a) ls (b) 7.s (c) 30 (d)22.s (e) 0.0

r (s)

5. A steel band exerts a force of 80.0 N on a tooth at point B as in the figure. What is the

torque in (N.m) on the tooth about the point A ?

(a) 0.012 (b) 0.480 (c)0.642
(d) 0.0 (e) 0.831 .,ffi,l*

; ;l il;il; i;;;;il; ;;;,, ; ** ;ffi ;;;;;;;il]; ie* e'1'r" 
"r" 

* ; ;' ;-
apartbyahorizontaliorceF=6N.lfthekineticenergyatpointAis3JandatpointBitis4J'
now mucn work is done (in J) on the block by the force F?

3.0
1.0

(a) 7.2
(c) 5.0
(e) o

(b)
(d)



7. In the figure, the weight of the rod W = l00A N, and its length
/ = l0 m. The rod is at equilibrium making an angle 45o with the x-axis.
The tension I in the rope connecting the end of the rod to the wall is:

(a) l00N
(b) s00 N
(c) 707 N
(d) 1000 N
(e) 14l4N

8. In the above question, what is the horizontal component of the reaition force that acts on the rod
by the hinge?

(a) l00N (b) s00N (c) 707 N (d) 1000N' (e) 250 N

9. When a ball rises vertically to a height h and returns to its original point of projection,
the work done on it by the gravitational force is

(a) *mgt . @) - msh (c) o. (d) -2mgh. (e) +Zmgh.

I0. An object is in static equilibrium if:

(a) It moves with a constant speed.
(b) The net external force acting on it is zero.
(c) The net torques acting on it about any axis is zero.
(d) The net external force is zero, and the net external torque on it about any axis is zero.
(e) The net internal and extemal forces acting on it is zero

\1J

( An object of mass ml moving in the positive x - direction undergoes a head-on elastic collision
with a mass m2 which is at rest. Which of the following statements is WRONG?

a) After the collision the two objects may move in opposite directions.
b) After the collision the two objects may move in the same direction.
c) Kinetic energy is conserved in this collision
d) After the collision both objects can be at rest
e) During the collision they act on each other with equal and opposite forces.

12. . A small object of mass m slides along the frictionless track in the figure, starling from rest at
point A. What is its Speed (in m/s) atpoint B? A

(a) 6.3 (b)7.7 (c) 0.0
(d) e.e 1iy a.+ 5 r

Dh
V.:- r:
tD*-- r>

,lF.'-, - ^,^g
ta

List vour frnal answerc in this bble, Onlv the aiswer in this table will be aradd..

Ouestion ot: 02z 03: o4: o5: 06: o7: o8: o9: o10: o11: ot2:
Final
Answer

a\

vp -- b-'LL x
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Phvsics . final exanl 20I1

Notes:

* these questions was written by students just after the exam and answered by them ,
so there maybe some mistakes and we apologize for this ..
* the exam was 25 qus , and we only could remember 23 ..

1- find the displacement :

,_ what is
A

the correct about the following tube :

ts Pa Pb

3- the net work :

afea under curve

4- Iind the torque :

Y--79

(5X75)=T(sin 60) (4,6)

T=94 %"
Tr^ Oo__Z

*
f-= H'6

f,- Find the pressure at the bottom of
a building which high is 10 m

, if we bummbed the
water in a constant velocity ?

I atm: 1.013 bars

6- isothermal system means : internal enerry change is = 0

7- abadiatic system means : internal enerry change is " -w t'

8- ,r-r {#l rab l, biological half life is 180 ...
physical half life is 81 ..in the human body.. to
heYa, how much does it need ??

15.5

9- if sea water density is grater than the water
density ... then aboat in the sea water will :

no change at all
( check ur doctors to be sure )

10- find the range

theta:70
v.:15

R = \.' trn ?p

3



11- oxygenation in water due to : Mixing of water r lower T r lower
density

t2- The temperature of 0.5 moles of an ideal gas in
a rigid container is raised from 300 K to 400
K. The heat absorbed by the gas in the process
(in J) is:
a. - 831.4 b. 831.4 c.623.6
d. - 623.6 e. 0

13- sap rises 5 meter... find C ??! h=L T- CRT
R o:-2, P Gt-'- dlL--) 4, +

l9
t4- K = 314 .. find the tempreture in f ?! c + \. - FL77 + c-. Lt,

tr=1-c+92 = (trB.B
E

15- p = 7.5 ,T =22.. V = 100
F'ind n ?!?

n-- b.
RT

16- find the velocity atB ?

!l
= e.7

t7- Iind the volume fraction submerged .. if
densitY = 9.5

.F=o.b , ,P*-1.o1 ( o,?t€l
o'B : c9.B\.o\

18- find the delta Q absorbed
If:
T changed from - 10 to 10

( we don't remmebr the numbers , but
the way to solve this question is : )

1 - from -10 to 0

Q: (M i"") (S i*) ( delta T )

2 - inzero
Q:MiceL

3-from0to10
Q: ( M au) ( S wate.) ( delta T )



19- €iYd H

IBJ
o.: \ A\r o

-q
q.= zBxrE{
Yz2- V= 2?

I - Find V'at B
(a)(v): (a)(v)

2 - find P by bernoli equation

3-Pa-Pb:(rho)gh
* rho is density !

answerwas : 21 .6 cmbb

20- A stone is thrown upward from the top of a
building at angle 25' to the horizontal and with

an initial speed of 15 m/s. If the stone is in
flight for 3.0 s, how tall is the building (in m)?

a.25 b. l4 c.10
d.64 e.4

2t what is the force that particle A affect
particle B by ?!

qE+

8N

22-

. \r l= o.B

-_ - --_-.El 
ttf '2.9

rt
It,n" , b= 4

F,*.4 br t

Q Frv.d q

@ A\-=_ kF _rc1

GW)


